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There is increasing evidence that cultural /fac
tors are] the sonde largest cause of lack of pro
jected performance, departure of key executives, 
and time-consuming conflicts [in mergers], 

—Ernst &• Toting LLP, 
Mergers and Acquisitions' 

M
ergers can succeed when the 
people in charge acknowledge 
the cultural factors involved 
and consider them in their 
planning and implementation. 

Sadly, when mergers fail, they usually do so 
because these factors have been neglected.-
Between two-thirds and three-fourths of all cor
porate mergers and acquisitions do fell.3 Health 
cue mergers are no exceptions; 75 percent are 
estimated to fail or, at best, fall short of their 
planned potential.' failures can be measured in 
financial terms, but it is impossible to assess the 
human suffering these collapses cause. For the 
administrators of Christian health care organiza
tions, a significant test of their commitment to 
Gospel values will be the way they manage the 
cultural—that is, human—aspects of a merger. 

In this article, I will focus on the cultural 
requirements of a successful merger. 

The term merger is often loosely used to cover 
such organizational changes as joint ventures, 
strategic alliances, and acquisitions. Strictly 
speaking, however, a merger is the process where
by two (or more) organizations conduct a dia
logue as equals, the intention of which is to pro
duce a single new entity that will have its own 
culture and, not infrequently, its own new name. 
Whatever form the merger takes, some degree of 
culture change will be required/ Because culture 
and culture change are complex realities, I will try 
to explain them in a series of practical axioms. 
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WHAT IS "CULTURE"? 
Axiom I: An understanding of the meaning of 
culture is the first condition for successful merg
ers. A culture's primary purpose is to provide us 
with a feeling of identity and security; we most 

fear a sense of being lost, and a culture keeps 
this fear from paralyzing us. A culture is not 
simply "what people do around here" but, more 
important, a pattern or web of meanings encased 
in symbols, myths, and rituals that provide people 
with a sense of identity and teach them how they 
should feel MU\ think about, MK\ behave toward, 
both themselves and others. A culture is nor pri
marily an entity but, rather, a process in which 
people struggle through the use of symbols, 
myths, and rituals to cope with life's challenges. 

Symbols evoke good and bad feeling. For me, 
for example, a stop sign symbolizes an auto acci
dent I once had after I failed to stop at one; even,' 
time I see a stop sign I relive that experience. 
Myths—contrary to their popular meaning as nar
rative symbols or stories—are the emotional glue 
that binds people together at the deepest level of 
their being. No wonder, then, that people who 
work for health care organizations react strongly 
when they learn that the myths they associate 
with those organizations may be threatened by 
mergers. All cultures, including organizational 
cultures, have a founding myth: for Americans, it 
is the coming of the Pilgrims; for the French, it is 
the French revolution and the rise of Napoleon. 
Values are contained in myths and symbols; free
dom, for example, is a value symbolized by the 
Pilgrims. When myths are lost, so also are the val
ues associated with them. Rituals are the tip of an 
iceberg, the visible face of myths and symbols. 

Anthropologists speak of the "culture uncon
scious" and describe culture as a "silent lan
guage." They mean that symbols and myths arc-
so integral a part of our inner selves that their 

; 
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influence —and even 
their existence—are apt 
to escape our aware
ness. Symbols and 
myths are like jet 
s treams in the sky: 
invisible but powerfully 
influential. Most of the 
time, we are unaware 
of the degree to which 
cul ture shapes ou r 
t h o u g h t s , emot ions , 
and ac t ions . People 
who claim to act ratio
nally—seeking only 
increased efficiency or 
higher quali ty, for 
example —are in fact 
guided by rigid and pervasive myth-based tradi
tions. 

In brief, culture is not primarily what people 
do as members of an organization. It is what they 
feel about what they do. Any culture alignment 
plan that ignores this reality is doomed to fail. 

CHANGE CAN BE FRIGHTENING 
Axiom 2: Recognize that the in-depth cultural 
change required when organizations merge is 
slow; culture has in-built resistance to change. 

One helpful definition of culture goes like this: 
Culture is about maintaining the status quo. 
When I work with health care leaders who are 
involved in planning mergers (and creating the 
strategies and timetables necessary to achieve 
them), I begin with a simple question: "Where 
did you sir before today's coffee break?" The 
leaders always respond with a blank look because 
they have been startled by the apparent irrele
vance of my question. Then, after a moment's 
thought, they see what I'm getting at. "In the 
same seats we sat in after the break," they reply. 
"You are planning to change cultures—that is, 
change people's lives in a radical way—and yet 
you yourselves sit in the same seats even time we 
meet." 

They see my point: We expect other people to 
make radical changes while we remain rigidly 
attached to our own habits, even in small matters. 

When change challenges a culture, it is the cul
ture that commonly wins. Organizational cultures 
contemplating change are, as one writer puts it, 
"stuck with their past . . . their traditions. These 
things take years if not decades to change."' 

OPENNESS IS VITAL 
Axiom 3: The merest rumor of a merger can 
evoke in both individuals and their organiza
tional culture symptoms of culture shock. The 

expression "cul ture 
shock" is a label ap
plied to the anxiety 
people often feel when, 
for example, they are 
exposed to an unfamil
iar cul ture or find 
themselves caught up 
in cultural change . 
Their responses may 
include disorientation, 
anger, depression, and 
apathy. People who are 
caught up in cultural 
change may—driven by 
fear of the unknown 
and anxiety concerning 
less of the familiar and 

predictable—react irrationally or inappropriately. 
At the same time, of course, such fears can be 
well-founded. For example, the staff of an organi
zation undergoing change may fear losing their 
jobs or having to undergo retraining. Sometimes 
culture shock is preceded by an initial euphoria. 
More often, staff members feel an urge to escape 
back to the familiar and to condemn those who 
have threatened their sense of the orderly. 

As for the implcmcnters of change, those who 
are insensitive to staff feelings are apt, when faced 
with resistance, to become dogmatic and imperi
ous in their commands. This will cause morale to 
drop even further and resistance to become 
entrenched. That, in turn, will make managers 
more angry and impatient—thus reinforcing staff 
resistance. 

This cycle of ever-growing resistance can be 
summarized in another aphorism: Culture is 
seductive of energy into death—a saying that sim
ply affirms the fact that culture is about maintain
ing the status quo. Whatever threatens the status 
quo will, if possible, be pushed to the margin and 
stripped of its power. Unless the feelings inspired 
by culture shock can be brought to the surface 
and sensitively confronted, they will linger on, 
causing the merger to fail to achieve the results 
expected of it. But this need not occur, as the fol
lowing case history illustrates. 

For financial reasons, a religious congregation 
decided to merge the senior administrations of its 
two hospitals under a single CEO. Hospital X 
was situated in an upper-middle-class suburb; 
Hospital Y was in a poorer section of the city. 
The negotiators from Y felt that the X negotiators 
did not take them seriously. In meetings to plan 
the merger, X representatives would sometimes 
make patronizing remarks about Y's lack of high-
grade technology. Eventually the merger talks 
stalled. Among themselves, Flospital X's people 

B eople caught 

in cultural change 

may react irrationally 

or inappropriately. 
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blamed V for sending insufficiently qualified 
negotiators to the meetings. 

At Hospital Y's request, a facilitator was invited 
to the next meeting to help participants identify 
the obstacles blocking communication. With the 
facilitator's help, two dynamics—of which the 
participants had hitherto been unaware —were 
revealed. 

First, Hospital X's negotiators were able to 
acknowledge that, because theirs was the wealthi
er facility, they had assumed they had nothing to 
learn from Y. Second, Hospital Y's representatives 
admitted that they had a sense of inferiority when 
visiting X, at times feeling overwhelmed by what 
they saw there. These feelings of" inferiority were 
exacerbated, they said, by some of the X negotia
tors' attitudes and comments. 

Once the X and V negotiators had identified 
these culture shock feelings, they were able to 
recognize that both cultures had much of value to 
bring to the merger. As a result, the merger talks 
again went forward. 

MYTHS MUST BE TAKEN SERIOUSLY 
Axiom 4: Organizations have two types of 
founding myths: the "public" and the 'residual.3' 
Practical recognition of the differences between 
them will contribute to a merger's success. 
Another case study will help illustrate the differ
ence between public and residual founding 
myths. 

Two Catholic hospitals, founded by different 
congregations and longtime competitors, agreed 
to merge so that they might, by benefiting from 
integrated delivery services, compete successfully 
with a new for-profit hospital. For decades, the 
Catholic facilities had distrusted each other 
intensely, each suspecting the other of plotting to 
undermine its business effectiveness. 

The facilities' sponsors and executives confi
dently wrote up vision and mission statements, 
believing they were in fact committed to a single 
mission—the healing mission of Jesus Christ. The 
merger was launched with an elaborate and 
enthusiastically attended liturgy. After a brief 
time, however, the sponsors and executives began 
to quarrel over apparently trivia] matters. The old 
mutual distrust returned. In the end, the tensions 
became so great that the merger collapsed. 

What happened? The answer is simple: The 
people involved in the merger failed to appreciate 
the difference between the two types of myth. A 
"public myth" is a set of stated ideals—like those 
contained in mission and vision statements—to 
which people commit themselves to strive to 
implement. Formulating a public myth is relative
ly easy. Implementing one, however, requires a 
transformation of cultures and individuals. In

built cultural resistances make such transforma
tion an extremely difficult task. 

"Residual myths" lurk beneath the surfaces of 
the cultures to be merged, emerging when 
change threatens the status quo. In the case 
study, the problem with the planned merger is 
that the public myth developed for it failed to 
provide sufficient motivation. It failed to moti
vate because it was not "owned"—intcriori/cd— 
by the two hospital staffs. In the vacuum left by 
the failed public myth , the residual myths 
emerged. The residual myths were distrust, mem
ories of old hurts, .MK\ an urge to compete against 
each other. The individual cultures of competi
tiveness and distrust had never died. 

CHARISMS: RELIGIOUS AND LAY 
Axiom 5: Sponsors need to be clear about the 
level of acculturation they hope to see result from 
a merger: cultural assimilation, cultural inte
gration, or cultural pluralism. Acculturation is 
the process of cultural change in which one 
group, having come into contact with another, 
takes on elements of the second group's culture. 
"Cultural assimilation" occurs when one group 
dominates and absorbs the other (sometimes 
referred to in business terms as a "takeover'*.). For 
the culture and individuals of the dominated 
group, assimilation can be catastrophic. "Cultural 
pluralism" occurs when two merging cultures 
simply coexist. There is little interaction between 
them; indeed, residual myths flourish and inhibit 
efforts at more formal interaction. Acculturation 
through cultural pluralism rarely, if ever, brings 
positive results. 

"Cultural integration." the third type of accul
turation, occurs when all groups involved in the 
merger encourage a third, "senior" culture to 
develop. This culture is senior in the sense that it 
is empowered with the authority to make whatev
er changes are necessary to ensure that the joint 
mission and vision statements are implemented. 
What were, before the merger, two organization
al cultures now become subcultures and are 
encouraged to keep their identities as such. Some 
writers refer to this as the "multicultural" model. 
Unlike the cultural pluralism model, however, 
this model requites the subcultures to relinquish 
significant elements of their autonomy and iden
tity for the sake of a common mission. At the 
same time, each subculture is open to receiving 
from the other those elements that will serve the 
new mission. 

In Catholic health care, the cultural integration 
model requires those sponsors that are religious 
congregations to rethink the purpose of their 
charisms. A charism is a gift the congregation has 
been given for the sake of the mission of the 
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church. In health care, 
a charism emphasizes a 
particular aspect of the 
heal ing mission df 
Christ, such as "Christ G roups, like 

endanger the life ot"the 
g r o u p . "Suppressed 
grief suffocates minds 
and hear ts ," said the 
Latin poet Ovid. ' 

the Compass iona te Rituals of grieving are 
critically important for 
groups as well as for 
individuals. 

A ritual of grieving is 
not a negative thing. It 
is not an oppressive, 

O n e " or "Chr is t the 
Poor Servant." When a 
charism becomes an 
obstacle to the particu
lar mission, it ceases to 
be a charism because it 

individuals, go through 

three invariable stages 

of mourning. 
has lost its purpose. In debilitating entrapment 
a merger between in the past. On the 
Chris t ian organiza- f \ f m O l I1TH1IO" cont rary , a ritual of 
t i ons , the primary O * grieving is a process 
char ism, namely the whereby loss—together 
heal ing mission of with all of its accompa-
Jesus Christ, must be respected. It has prece- nying sadness, bewilderment , and anger—is 
dence. Hence it is necessary that, at the initial 
stage of planning, the sponsors of the different 
organizations jointly articulate what is to bind 
them together. It cannot be the charism of one or 
the other congregation. That would be the equiv
alent ofa cultural takeover. It must be founded in 
what is common to the merging groups, namely 
the healing mission of Jesus Christ. 

Charisms are not the exclusive property ot reli
gious congregations because Christ offers these 
gifts to everyone. St. Paul taught that Christ's 
leadership of healing is to be shared by all mem 
bers o fa community (that is, everyone has a 
charism | MK\ that the full .md harmonious exer
cise of all ministry gilts within a community Is 
necessary lor the spiritual growth both of the 
community itself and of each member in it ( I Cor 
12; Eph 4:15-16). Religious are not to try to 
ensure that their particular congregat ional 
charism is maintained after they withdraw health 
care facilities. Rather, the laity are to be encour
aged to use their own charisms, in their own par
ticular ways, tor the sake of the one healing mis
sion of Christ. Certainly they will draw on the 
experience of the founding congregation, but 
they will do this in a lay manner. 

GROUPS NEED GRIEVING RITUALS, TOO 
Axiom 0: hi the grieving process that inevitably 
accompanies any merger, those responsible for the 
merger must cultivate an atmosphere of trust, 
allowing all involved to tell the stories of their 
particular facilities and the history of their own 
participation in than, including the personal 
pain that the merger may have caused. 
Traditional cultures (biblical or Native American 
cultures, for example) recognize that loss is an 
everyday experience and that a failure to acknowl
edge loss and its accompanying sadness will 

acknowledged; and the future —with all of its 
uncertainties, fears, and hopes—is confronted. A 
ritual enables one to let go of the past and to 
name and welcome the future. This truth is elo
quently described in Isaiah: "No need to remem
ber past events. . . . Look, I am doing something 
new, now it emerges; can you not see it:" (Is 
43:18-19). 

Croups , like individuals, go through three 
invariable stages of mourning: an initial admission 
that loss has occurred, the stage in which the 
group lets the lost object go and begins to look 
to the future, and the stage in which the group 
actually embraces new re la t ionships . The 
Emmaus story perfectly mirrors this pattern: the 
journey from Jerusalem and the disciples1 admis
sion of loss to Jesus, the stranger; the stage in 
which lesus helps the disciples to come to terms 
with their loss; and the disciples' movement for
ward, symbolized by the energy they display in 
hurrying to tell others what has happened. For 
premodern cultures, mourning rituals are also rit 
uals of celebration and joy. Once people have 
named their losses and have struggled to let them 
go, they become open to seeing new and positive 
things in their lives-things that require celebrat
ing. 

Integral to all grieving, therefore, is the art of 
storytelling. In times of change, storytclling's 
main purpose is converting what people feel into 
stories that help them make sense of what is hap
pening to them and to their group. In making 
sense of their organizations, people go through 
powerful , formative learning exper iences . 
Storytelling has two aspects: telling one's own 
story .\v\i\ listening to the stories of other people 
in the group. The difference between a poor 
story and a good one is this: the first you hear, 
the second you tell. 
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As far as is possible, » » dictablc. Moses became 
the p lanners and the target of their 
implementers of merg- L — ^ scapegoat ing . Mow
ers need to engage i Y o H l l ^ 1 <s f l l P ever, he managed the 
people throughout the A ^ A l J U - L l o 1 5 L11C- crisis brilliantly, though 
o r g a n i z a t i o n at great personal cost. 
Al though t ime-con- First, he allowed the 

suming, this is the key 0 3 . 1 * 3 . 0 . 1 2 1 X 1 O l 3.1J people to express their 
to .in operation's sue- -t t > feeling of grief; then he 
cess. People need rearticulatcd the vision 
appropriate space and i i 11 • of the Promised Land— 
time in which they cm 0 1 3 X 1 G J C 3 1 X Q C O I I C C X I V C and the people moved 
tell others what they forward. A little later, 
feel; if they do not get grief s truck the Is-
it, they will find their O T I P V I I I C T raelites again. Moses 
energy consumed by C> O ' reacted to this by lead-
unarticulated grief and ing further public ritu-
their resistance to als of grieving, 
change will grow. These rituals must be public But no one can act prophetically unless he or 
because cultures, like individuals, experience the she is at the same time struggling with an inner 
sadness of grief. Public rituals give individuals journey of letting go of losses and finding new 
permission to express their grief, with all its emo- hope. Unless one can mourn one's losses and, in 
tional implications, and to be open to the new." doing so, experience inner healing, it is not possi

ble to have empathy for the grief of others . 
WORK CULTURES BESTOW IDENTITY people sense hypocrisy in leaders who are not 

Axiom 7: The fact that the facilities to be personally involved in their own inner pilgrimage 
merged belong to the same church or even to the of grieving. Jesus, like Moses and the prophets 
same religious congregation does not necessarily before him, was able to call people to grieve 
mean the merger will be smooth. Staffs take their because his whole life was a pilgrimage of letting 
identity primarily from the work culture they go and being open to the newness of the resur-
belong to, not the sponsoring congregation or rection. "A disciple is not superior to the teacher, 
church. but the fully trained disciple will be like the teach

er" (Lk 6:40). 
LEADERS MUST LEAD THE GRIEVING Rituals of grieving are integral to good com-
Axiom 8: Health care sponsors and executives munication, which is itself an integral part of any 
must, if they want the newly merged organiza- merger process. When communication is poor, 
tion to be open to change, call on their staffs to people often feel confused, anxious, and manipu-
grieve their losses. The acknowledged leaders of lated. The more insecure cultural change makes 
traditional cultures direct their people in grieving. people feel, the more they will resist it. For lead-
Thus the prophe t Jeremiah called "for the ers, one of the biggest traps is rushing into action 
mourning women," who were to "lose no time in wi thou t t ak ing this t ru th t h o r o u g h l y in to 
raising the lament over us!" (Jer 8:17). In fact, account. 
the call to grieving is an act of prophecy; the The rituals of grieving that help people cope 
prophet calls people to let go and be open to a creatively with cultural change involve three types 
new vision.'" of communication: reassuring, arranging, and 

The paradigm of all change and collective affirming." 
grieving is the Exodus. When they left Egypt, the Reassuring Communications T h e s e a r e u s e d t o 
Israelites were a crowd of different tribes that respond to the initial shock that follows a merger 
were highly mistrustful of each other but also announcement. People need to be told whether 
moved by a powerful vision and mission. They they will keep their jobs in the new organization, 
had been called into the desert to become one and, if they cannot, if it will provide them with 
people—a merged people—under Yahweh and the financial settlements and help them find new 
ritual leadership of Moses. At first, all went well, employment . The C E O and other managers 
The people were enthusiastic about the merger- should go directly to the staff, patiently listening 
to-be. But then, just a little way into the journey, to their reactions—for example, their fear of the 
they began to feel the loss of familiar customs and future and their anger at the loss of long-estab-
placcs (Ex 14:10-14). They wanted to go back to lished work patterns and friendships. At such a 
the Egyptian slavery because it was at least pre- Continued on page 60 
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NINE AXIOMS FOR SUCCESS IN MERGERS 
Continued from page 42 

time, employees should be given the 
space they need to tell stories about 
their work experience, stories that indi
cate both the jobs' significance in their 
lives MU\ the cost they will incur if they 
lose those jobs th rough a merger. 

Communication must be honest. It 
inaccurate information has hitherto 
been provided, the CEO and managers 
should now apologize for it. 
Arranging Communications These should be 
conducted when the merger is about to 
be launched. Through them, leaders 
publicize the new organization's mis
sion and vision (which will legitimize 
cultural changes), discuss the timing of 
the merge r ' s s tages, clarify new 
employment roles, and announce any 
re t ra ining programs that may be 
required. In doing this, the leaders will 
need great patience; they w ill have such 
patience it they trulv respect the indi
viduals involved. Skilled communica
tion is a continuing imperative in these 
processes. As before, the CEO and top 
managers should be present to hear 
employees' reactions, concerns, lamen
tations, and hopes and fears concern
ing the future. Anxiety can preveril 
people from hearing impor tan t 
announcements. So, just as Moses in 
the desert took time to lead a series of 
grieving rituals, the leaders of organiza
tions involved in a merger must repeat 
their communications again and again. 
Affirming Communications These are essen
tial once the merger is under way. 
Employees must be told about any 
achievements, no matter how small, 
that result from the merger. All com
munications must be honest, with no 
attempt to hide unpleasant realities. 

MANAGERS MUST BE CHANGE AGENTS 
Axiom 9: Considerable time and 
effort must In- directed toward helping 
managers develop their new roles as 
culture change agents. This axiom 
applies equally to senior and middle 
managers .w\d to clinicians. Managers 
have a vested interest in maintaining 
the status quo; after all, they achieved 

their status .md power through acquir
ing MK\ exercising particular skills and 
behaviors under the old organizational 
cul tures . Cultural change will not 
occur unless managers and clinicians 
are persuaded that change is necessary 
and are equipped with the skills they 
will need to lead it.i: D 
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